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Divergent economic outlooks

Brexit is so yesterday

Robust manufacturing activity and respectable overall job growth
are helping the U.S. economy, with consumer confidence and
spending likely to represent main drivers in the months ahead.
Internationally, growth seems set to slow even further amid
uncertainty surrounding the fallout from “Brexit.” The U.K.’s
decision increases the probability of a mild recession in the
country, while curtailing near-term activity in continental Europe.

A possible rate hike later this year is once again the topic du jour.
However, we’ve seen all this before. First, encouraging economic
data arrives, stocks rally, and the Fed talks about renewed ratehike possibilities. Then, something like Brexit happens and the
Fed reverts to their wait-and-see mode. All said it seems that
everything will need to be nearly perfect for Yellen to pull the ratehike trigger in 2016, and plenty could go wrong before year-end.

Emerging markets rebound

Potential obstacles abound

Led by Latin America and oil-producing countries, emerging
markets continue to recover lost ground this year on the heels of
disappointing results in 2015. We think this could continue for
now as a weaker U.S. dollar and demand for yield will support
some emerging market regions, despite slower economic activity
in Europe that will likely reduce demand for Chinese exports.

U.S. job growth looked healthy until the disappointing May data,
but then we received great numbers for June. This highlights how
much noise any single employment report can contain. With the
Fed highly sensitized to even small data changes, disappointing
numbers just prior to a Fed meeting could derail any rate-hike
plans. Also, although the Fed doesn’t explicitly say much about
the stock market, if equity volatility spiked like it did in late June,
this could cause the Fed to press pause.

Q2/Q3 results could end earnings recession
U.S. corporate earnings seem set to recover as companies trim
their bottom lines and as earnings per share stabilize. This could
create opportunities in sectors like Health Care and Technology
and in diversified financial services firms that are not heavily
reliant upon the shape of the yield curve. Meanwhile, defensive,
low-volatility sectors like Consumer Staples, Utilities, and
Telecommunication Services could underperform, as select stocks
in these sectors seem somewhat overpriced.
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Negative rates overseas
With interest rates negative in Japan and parts of Europe, it’s
tough for the Fed to raise rates. The combination of rising U.S.
rates and falling international rates can fuel U.S. dollar to
appreciate, making U.S. exports more expensive and dampening
domestic economic growth. So the Fed is rightly considering the
fallout of raising rates in this environment.
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